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Abstract

We propose a decomposition of inequality measures. By taking the example

of the decomposition of income inequality by components, we show that this

decomposition fits the definition of two elements: the sum of pure marginal

contributions of income components and the sum of the pairwise interactions of

all income components. This decomposition relies on the Shapley function and

remains valid for a decomposition by subgroups and by components.
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1 Introduction

The literature in the field of inequality measures has developed specific techniques

to solve the problem of decomposition of aggregate inequality into some relevant

components contributions. The issue to which this kind of analysis has been applied

generally falls into two broad cases.1 The first one considers cases in which the con-

cerned population is divided into different subgroups (see for instance the pioneer

*The authors thank also two anonymous reviewers and one associate editor for their useful com-
ments. This research has been developed within the CoCoRICo-CoDEC research program (ANR-14-
CE24-0007-02).

†Normandie Univ, Unicaen, CREM, UMR CNRS 6211, France, and TEPP-CNRS
1Note that Chantreuil and Lebon [2015] proposed a third case, which is the decomposition by

individuals’ attributes.
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articles of Bourguignon [1979], Cowell [1980], Shorrocks [1980, 1984, 1988]). The

second case applies when the targeted variable is the sum of the various components

that constitute the source of its value (see Shorrocks [1982]).

As pointed out by Cowell and Fiori [2011], these two main strands of decomposition

by subgroup and by source are often treated as entirely separate from one another

and few attempts have been made to construct a single framework for both princi-

pal types of decomposition. A notable exception are the decompositions proposed

by Chantreuil and Trannoy [2011, 2013] and Shorrocks [2013] which determine the

importance of each component (every source or population subgroup) to explain the

overall inequality. These decompositions are all based on the basic idea that a casual

approach for decomposing inequality consists of assigning to every components its

direct marginal contribution to overall inequality, i.e. the difference between over-

all inequality and the inequality if we removed the inequality attributable to this

component. Unfortunately, this simple view leads to marginal contributions that

may not add up to the amount of total inequality that needs to be decomposed. In

other words, the marginalist view cannot explain all inequality, resulting in a non-

consistent decomposition of the overall inequality.

In the context of inequality games, Chantreuil and Trannoy [2011, 2013] and Shorrocks

[2013] show that the Shapley value (Shapley [1953]) is the only way to reconcile the

marginalist approach with the full explanation of inequality decomposition in the

case of income inequality. The contribution of a given component to the overall

inequality is thus measured by the Shapley value of this component in the corre-

sponding inequality game.

Despite its attractiveness, we dispute the validity of the implicit interpretation of the

component’s Shapley value as its contribution to the overall inequality by defending

the idea that the non-consistency of the marginalist view is due to its inability to

take into account the links between the components. Indeed, one can argue that the

components are connected, or at least not independent from each other. The non-

consistency of the marginalist view is simply a consequence of not accounting for

those interactions.

We propose a new interpretation, inspired by the literature on non-additive mea-

sures, that allows us to account for those links. To our knowledge, the notion of

interaction was first developed by Owen [1972]2. Consider a set of individuals re-

2See also Murofushi and Soneda [1993], Grabish [1996, 1997], Grabish et al. [2000] and Kojadi-
novic [2002, 2004, 2005].
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ceiving an income from two components, for instance labor income and capital in-

come. By looking for potential interactions between these two components, one can

compare the level of the overall income inequality to the sum of the labor income

inequality and the capital income inequality. The sign of this difference gives us

the nature of the interaction between the two components. In the case of a positive

sign, the components interact negatively in the sense that their effects are cumu-

lative, leading to a situation in which the total inequality exceeds the sum of the

inequalities measured for each component. In the case of a negative sign, the com-

ponents interact positively in the sense that they compensate each other resulting in

a situation in which the income inequality is lower than the sum of the inequalities

by component. In the third case, if there is no difference, the components do not

interact.

When the studied problems involve three components or more, as is the case with

the examples used in this article, the highlighting of the pure marginal contributions

of each of these components brings out the interactions between them two by two.

Indeed, the difference between the decomposition before and after the application

of the equalizing measure is translated only by pairwise interactions. Moreover, it

appears that the theoretical results meet the needs of the empirical analysis as the

interactions between two components are easily interpretable, whereas those that

connect three components or more would not be in most cases.

Within this framework, we show that the importance of an income component equals

the sum of its direct marginal contribution and a weighted sum of its pairwise in-

teractions with all other components. This result helps us to derive a decomposition

of inequality indices into two elements: the sum of pure marginal contributions of

income components and the sum of the pairwise interactions of all income compo-

nents. The outline of the remaining part of the paper is as follows. The next section

introduces some notations and presents the considered concept of interactions. Sec-

tion 3 presents our main results, while the last section concludes.

2 Inequality game

In the following, we will focus on the decomposition of income inequality by income

components. Nevertheless, our approach remains valid for the decomposition of

inequality by population subgroups since it is independent from the case studied.
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We thus consider a set of individuals N := {1, ...,n}, with n ≥ 2, and a set of income

components M := {1, ..,m}, with m ≥ 2. Generic individuals will be denoted by a, b

while income components will be denoted by i, j. Any non-empty subset of income

components S is called a coalition andM is the set of non-empty subsets of income

components. We consider a situation x := [xia], where xia ≥ 0 is the amount of each

income component i received by individual a. x can be viewed as an n ×m matrix,

where row a indicates the amount of each income component received by individual

a, and column i indicates the distribution of component i between all n individuals.

Let us denote by X := {x|xia ≥ 0.∀a, i} the set of all situations x. With respect to a given

situation x, the distribution of income by component i is given by xi := (xi1, ...,x
i
n)T ,

with T the transposed vector. The aggregate distribution is X :=
∑
i∈M x

i while the

corresponding mean income is given by µ(X) := 1
n

∑
i∈M x

i . Likewise, the aggregate

distribution for the set S of components is XS :=
∑
i∈S x

i and µ(XS) := 1
n

∑
i∈S x

i is the

corresponding mean income.

The inequality of a situation x is measured by a function I : IRn → [0,1] such that

I(X) = 0 for an equal income distribution. Moreover, I(.) is supposed to be scaled in-

variant, that is I(x) = I(αx),∀α ∈ IR+. For a given inequality index I , the distribution

of income by components helps us to build a distribution of income among subsets

of components, namely an application Y :M→ IRm, such that Y (∅) = 0 and for all

S ∈M,

Y (S,λ) =

∑
i∈S

xi1 +λ, ...,
∑
i∈S

xin +λ

 (1)

with λ ∈ IR+.

Equation (1) leads to the definition of an λ-inequality game, that is a pair (M,VI ),

where VI is a function defined on all subsets S ∈M, such that VI (∅) = 0, VI (M) = I(x)

and for all S, VI (S) = I(Y (S)). Let V the set of all λ-inequality games.

Depending on λ, Chantreuil and Trannoy [2011] define different inequality games.

They first introduce zero income inequality games (λ = 0), in which the value of the

function VI , for some subset of components S is simply the value of the inequality

index if the individuals receive nothing from components not included in S. A sec-

ond game, the equalized inequality game, considers that the value for some subset S

is given by the value of the inequality index when we have equalized the income for

all sources not in S, i.e. λ = µ(X)−µ(XS).
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The article proposes two different approaches to drop inequalities coming from

sources. Their values for all individuals are replaced either by their mean (λ =

µ(X) − µ(XS)) or by zero (λ = 0). In both cases, values are replaced by a constant,

that is why the article does not consider absolute index, as they are invariant to a

translation.

In practice, the choice of a zero income inequality game or an equalized income in-

equality game depends primarily on a logic related to the nature of the question

studied. In the anticipation of the effects of an economic measure, an equalized in-

come game could, for example, be used to judge the effects on the total inequality

of the alignment of premiums paid to employees of a particular organization, as the

zero income game could, for example, be used to simulate the effects of the abolition

of family allowances. In this perspective, the zero income game, beyond the theo-

retical result, has a very real interest in dealing with concrete economic questions.

In either case, it might be objected that it would be as simple to directly calculate

the future level of inequality by rebuilding the income distribution that would re-

sult from the measure, but the proposed decomposition also makes it possible to

understand and to analyse the causes of the result. It is indeed the interactions with

the other components that lead to the equalization of the premiums or the abolition

of the allowances to increase or to decrease the total inequality according to which

the inequalities resulting from the various elements of the income tend to offset or

cumulate each other. These phenomena can be appraised and evaluated, component

by component, through the Shapley decomposition.

Example 1. Let us consider the situation x described in Table 1, where three income
components (i, j,h) and three individuals (a,b,c) are taken into account. We define the
λ-inequality games and compute income inequality using the Gini index.

Table 1: Income distributions
Component i Component j Component h

Individual a 3 8 9
Individual b 5 10 15
Individual c 7 12 21

From this situation x, the associated λ-inequality game is defined, for λ = 0 (Table 3) and
λ = µ(X)−µ(XS) (Table 2).
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Table 2: Equalized income inequality game
i j h i + j i + h j + h i + j + h

Individual a 28 28 24 26 22 22 20
Individual b 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Individual c 32 32 36 34 38 38 40

VI (i) VI (j) VI (h) VI (i, j) VI (i,h) VI (j,h) VI (i, j,h)
Gini 0.0296 0.0296 0.0889 0.0592 0.1185 0.1185 0.1481

Table 3: Zero income inequality game
i j h i + j i + h j + h i + j + h

Individual a 3 8 9 11 12 17 20
Individual b 5 10 15 15 20 25 30
Individual c 7 12 21 19 28 33 40

VI (i) VI (j) VI (h) VI (i, j) VI (i,h) VI (j,h) VI (i, j,h)
Gini 0.1778 0.0889 0.1778 0.1185 0.1778 0.1422 0.1481

3 Importance of an income component

For each λ-inequality game (M,VI ), an importance function IMP (M,VI ) is mapping

that assigns a vector of real values representing the importance of each component

i. Thus, a component reduces income inequality if its importance is negative, while

a positive importance leads to an increase of income inequality.

3.1 Marginal Contribution

As pointed out in the introduction, a natural approach to evaluate this importance

would proceed by assigning to every income component its pure marginal contribu-

tion to the overall inequality.

Definition 1. The pure marginal contribution
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), the pure marginal contribution (PMC) of the in-
come component i ∈M is defined by:

PMCi(M,VI ) = VI
(
M

)
−VI

(
M\{i}

)
(2)

Definion 1 states that the pure marginal contribution of a given component i is the

difference between the value of the function VI for the entire set of income com-

ponents and the value of the function VI for the entire set of income components
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when the component i has a null distribution (i.e. for the zero inequality game) or

an equalized distribution (i.e. for the equalized inequality game). This PMC can be

positive or negative. In the first case, it means that if the component were no longer

included in the coalition then income inequality would decrease, while if the PMC

were negative, income inequality would increase.

Example 2. (Example 1 continued)

The previous equalized inequality game (Table 2) shows that the marginalist view may
be consistent in explaining the overall income inequality. Indeed, as shown in Table 4,
the sum of the pure marginal contribution equals the overall income inequality of the
situation x measured by the Gini index.

Table 4: Pure Marginal Contributions - Equalized Inequality Game
PMCi(M,VI ) PMCj(M,VI ) PMCh(M,VI ) Sum

0.0296 0.0296 0.0889 0.1481 = VI (i, j,h)

Nevertheless, this naive solution is problematic as it is not always consistent, regardless of
the type of λ-inequality game. Table 5 illustrates that in the zero inequality game (defined
in Table 3),

∑
i∈M PMCi(M,VI ) , VI (M) = I(x).

Table 5: Pure Marginal Contributions - Zero Inequality Game
PMCi(M,VI ) PMCj(M,VI ) PMCh(M,VI ) Sum

0.0059 -0.0296 0.0296 0.0059 , VI (i, j,h)

Therefore, decomposing income inequality with the marginalist approach may lead

to an unsatisfactory result. Chantreuil and Trannoy [2011, 2013] and Shorrocks

[2013] show that the Shapley value (Shapley [1953]) is the only function that solves

the problem of non-consistency of the marginal contribution principle.

Definition 2. The Shapley function
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), with s = |S |, the Shapley function (SHAP) of a
component i ∈M is given by:

SHAPi(M,VI ) =
∑
S⊆M
i<S

(m− s − 1)!s!
m!

[
VI

(
S ∪ {i}

)
−VI

(
S
)]

(3)
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Example 3. (Example 1 continued)

The importance of the components obtained with the Shapley function are given in Table
6.

Table 6: Importances
SHAPi(M,VI ) SHAPj(M,VI ) SHAPh(M,VI ) Sum

Zero Game 0.0662 0.0039 0.0780 0.1481 = VI (i, j,h)
Equalized Game 0.0296 0.0296 0.0889 0.1481 = VI (i, j,h)

In both games, the sum of the importance of components i, j and h, measured with the
Shapley function, equals the overall inequality.
Note that in the equalized inequality game, the importances measured by the PMC (Table
4) and by the Shapley function are identical.
In the zero inequality game, the PMC of component j (Table 5) is negative, which means
that it should increase the overall inequality if the differences in income observed in its
distribution are removed. Thus, component j would decrease inequality.
However, the sign of the importance of component j calculated with the Shapley function
indicates that this component increases inequality.

This result raises the question of differences in the treatment of component j to

explain the overall inequality. What is the adequate approach to evaluate the im-

portance of income components - the PMC approach or the Shapley decomposition

approach? We argue that the appropriate process to implement such an evaluation

is the Shapley function, not merely for its consistency property. In fact, the impor-

tance of a given component has to be assessed by taking into account the interactions

between components.

3.2 Interaction between components

As pointed out in the introduction, the interaction between two income components

depends on the difference between the inequality when two income components

are combined and the sum of each component income inequality. Formally, for a

λ-inequality game (M,VI ) and for all pairs of income components i, j ∈ M, the in-

teraction between i and j depends on the difference VI
(
{i, j}

)
−VI

(
{i}

)
−VI

(
{j}

)
. Nev-

ertheless, the remaining income components belonging to M should modify the in-

teraction between components i and j. To account for this phenomenon, Murofushi
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and Soneda [1993] introduced what Kojadinovic [2005] calls the interaction between

components i and j in the presence of T , where T is a subset of income components

not containing i and j. Taking into account that the interaction between two com-

ponents i ∈ M and j ∈ M, i , j depends on the interaction between i and j in the

presence of any possible subsets of other components, we can formally establish the

interaction between two components as follows.

Definition 3. Pairwise interaction
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ) and for all pairs of income components i, j ∈ M,
i , j, the interaction between income components i and j in the presence of the subset of
components T ⊆M, i < T and j < T is defined by:

Int(i, j,T ) = VI
(
{i, j} ∪ T

)
−VI

(
{i} ∪ T )

)
−VI

(
{j} ∪ T )

)
+VI

(
T
)

(4)

Example 4. (Example 1 continued)

We compute for each component all pairwise interactions, as defined by equation (4). The
results are given in Table 7.

Table 7: Interactions
Component i Int(i, j, {∅}) Int(i, j, {h}) Int(i,h, {∅}) Int(i,h, {j})
Zero Game -0.1481 0.0059 -0.1778 -0.0237

Equalized Game 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Component j Int(j, i, {∅}) Int(j, i, {h}) Int(j,h, {∅}) Int(j,h, {i})
Zero Game -0.1481 0.0059 -0.1244 0.0296

Equalized Game 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Component h Int(h, i, {∅}) Int(h, i, {j}) Int(h, j, {∅}) Int(h, j, {i})

Zero Game -0.1778 0.0059 -0.1244 -0.0237
Equalized Game 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

In the zero inequality game, the pair of components i and j is characterized by a negative
interaction when it is taken on its own. More formally, Int(i, j, {∅}) = 0.1185− (0.1778 +

0.0889), and, consequently, when considering components i and j together, the income
inequality decreases.
However, adding the component h to the pair of components (i, j) changes things since the
interaction bewteen i and j in the presence of h becomes positive (the inequality increases).
Note that the pair of components i and h is also characterized by a negative interaction,
but adding the component j to the pair of components (i,h) does not change the sign of the
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interaction. Note that in this particular equalized inequality game, all pairwise interac-
tions are null. This result can obviously be derived by the fact that the PMC approach and
the Shapley function give equal importance to each component. This result may not hold
for another example.

The previous example suggests accounting for all the possible combinations of pair-

wise interactions, leading to a new importance function.

Definition 4. The Shapley function revisited
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), the Shapley function revisited (SHAPi(M,VI )) of
an income component i ∈M is defined by:

SHAPi(M,VI ) = PMCi −
∑
j∈M
i,j

INT (i, j,T ) (5)

With, INT (i, j,T ) =
∑

T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m!

(
Int(i, j,T )

)
, m = |M | the number of components

and t = |T | the number of components in a coalition T 3.

For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), definition 4 states that the importance of

an income component equals the sum of its pure marginal contribution minus a

weighted sum of all its pairwise interactions. Table 8 presents the six possible cases

that may define the sign of the importance of components.

Table 8: Interactions
PMCi

∑
j∈M
i,j
INT (i, j,T ) SHAPi(M,VI )

Case 1 + - +
Case 2 - + -
Case 3 + + +
Case 4 + + -
Case 5 - - -
Case 6 - - +

3For instance, if there are two components (m = 2),the coalition considered to evaluate the inter-
action between i and j only includes these two components (t = 0). Thus, in this particular case, the
weight of this interaction is (2−0−2)!(0+1)!

2! = 0!1!
2! = 1

2 . Both components will have an importance equals
to their PMC, plus half of value of their interaction.
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When the signs of the PMC and the interactions are opposite (cases 1 and 2), the

importance of the component on inequality is reinforced, regardless of their relative

magnitudes. When the signs are identical, the relative magnitude of the effects lead

to the sign of the importance. In case 3, the PMC effect is larger than the interactions

effects and the importance is thus positive. In case 4, however, the level of the inter-

actions does not counterbalance the PMC effect, leading to a negative importance. A

symmetric situation appears in cases 5 and 6.

Example 5. (Example 1 continued)

We can now compute for each component SHAPi(M,VI ).

Table 9: Importances
Component i PMCi INT (i, j,T ) INT (i,h,T ) SHAPi(M,VI )
Zero Game 0.0059 -0.0227 -0.0376 0.0662

Equalized Game 0.0296 0.0000 0.0000 0.0296
Component j PMCj INT (j, i,T ) INT (j,h,T ) SHAPi(M,VI )
Zero Game -0.0296 -0.0227 -0.0108 0.0039

Equalized Game 0.0296 0.0000 0.0000 0.0296
Component h PMCh INT (h, i,T ) INT (h, j,T ) SHAPi(M,VI )

Zero Game 0.0296 -0.0375 -0.0109 0.0780
Equalized Game 0.0889 0.0000 0.0000 0.0889

For both types of income inequality games, the Shapley function revisited leads to the same
results as the Shapley function. As was previously the case, since the interactions are null
in the equalized game, the PMC of each component equals the Shapley function revisited.

We can now provide our main result.

Proposition 1. Shapley revisited
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), and for each component

SHAPi(M,VI ) = SHAPi(M,VI ) (6)

Proposition 1 states that the importance of a given component, measured by the

Shapley function, can be expressed as the sum of its pure marginal contribution and

a sum of the pairwise interactions of this component with all the other components.
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Proof. The proof of proposition 1 is given in the appendix.

From proposition 1, we can derive the following result.

Proposition 2. The decomposability of inequality measures
For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ), the inequality VI (M) = I(x) is decomposable as
follows:

I(x) =
∑
i∈M

PMCi −
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M
i,j

INT (i, j,T ) (7)

Proof. The consistency of the Shapley function leads to the desired result.

Proposition 2 states that all inequality measures can be decomposed into two terms,

namely the sum of the pure marginal contribution of all income components minus

the sum of the weighted sums of all pairwise interactions of income components

with all the other income components, and those for all components.

4 Conclusion

Many decomposition approaches have been proposed in the literature. The two first

ones, the sub-population decomposition and the income sources decompositions,

aimed to estimate the contribution of respectively each sub-population and each

sources to inequality. Then, some multi-decompositions, based on mathematical

arrangements, suggested to take into account at the same time group and source

effects, even by taking into consideration temporal effects (Mussard and Savard

[2012]). Alternatively, Shorrocks [2013] and Chantreuil and Trannoy [2013] have

also proposed a multi-decomposition, based on the Shapley value. As the methods

based on a mathematical arrangements, this approach proposed to take into account

at the same time group and sources effects, by considering them at two different

levels (through a hierarchical models based on the Owen value). Another approach

also based on the Shapley value, proposed by Chantreuil and Lebon [2015], consid-

ers various groups effects (ex.: age, gender) at the same time by treating them as

components. Thus, the Shapley decomposition of inequality index has three main
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advantages. First, it can take many dimensions of inequality. Then, the same ap-

proach can be applied to a large variety of inequality index. Finally, as it has been

shown in this article, this approach can distinguish the pure marginal contribution

of a component and its total contribution to inequality.

Indeed, we recall that the marginalist approach of the decomposition of an in-

equality index, however appealing, is not coherent because the sum of contributions

will not always amount to the overall inequality. The Shapley decomposition is, on

the contrary, consistent and differs from the marginalist approach accounting for the

interactions between the components. By revisiting the Shapley function, we show

that the importance of a given component, measured by the Shapley function, can be

expressed as the difference between its pure marginal contribution and the sum of

pairwise interactions that can be positive or negative. Hence, we obtain a new way

to decompose all inequality measures determining the links between each pair of

components and the impact of this relationship on the importance of a component.

Considering these interactions seems crucial to evaluate the consequences of public

policies that aimed at dropping inequalities, as the impact of eliminating inequali-

ties from a component is modulated by its link with the others. In this perspective,

there is no need to make an a priori choice between an equalized income inequality

game and a zero income inequality game, one or the other applies depending on the

type of envisaged measure.
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Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. For a given λ-inequality game (M,VI ) and a component i ∈M. Its correspond-

ing Shapley function and Shapley function revisited are given by SHAPi(M,VI ) and

SHAPi(M,VI ), respectively.

First note that SHAPi(M,VI ) =

 ∑
S⊆M
i<S

s!
m.(m−1)...(m−s)VI (S∪{i})

− ∑
S⊆M
i<S

s!
m.(m−1)...(m−s)VI (S)


= α − β

In the same way, we have SHAPi(M,VI )

=

VI (M)−
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! [VI (T ∪ {ij})−VI (T ∪ {i})]


−
VI (M\{i}) +

∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! [VI (T )−VI (T ∪ {j})]


=

VI (M)−
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! VI (T ∪ {ij}) +

∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! VI (T ∪ {i})

−VI (M\{i}) +
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! VI (T )−

∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m−t−2)!(t+1)!
m! VI (T ∪ {j})


= α′ − β′.

We will prove that α = α′ and β = β′ and therefore, SHAPi(M,VI ) = SHAPi(M,VI ).

First step: α = α′

Let α′ = VI (M)−A+B, with

A =
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m− t − 2)!(t + 1)!
m!

VI (T ∪ {ij})

and

B =
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m− t − 2)!(t + 1)!
m!

VI (T ∪ {i})
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i) Consider first A

Let K = T ∪ {j} with |K | = k = t + 1. Then K ⊆M and i < K .

Therefore A =
∑

K⊆M
i<K

∑
j∈K

(m−(k−1)−2)!((k−1)+1)!
m! VI (K ∪ {i}).

Moreover A =
∑

K⊆M
i<K

k (m−(k−1)−2)!((k−1)+1)!
m! VI (K ∪ {i}) since j ∈ K .

Thus, A =
∑

K⊆M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i}).

ii) Now consider VI (M)−A
This is equivalent to VI (M)−

∑
K⊆M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= VI (M)− (m−1).(m−1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−(m−1))VI (M)−

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= VI (M)−
∑
K=M
i<K

(m−1).(m−1)!
m! VI (M)−

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= VI (M)− (m−1)
m VI (M)−

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= 1
mVI (M)−

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

iii) Consider now B

Let K ′ = T with |K ′ | = k′ = t. Since j < K ′, B =
∑

K ′⊆M
i,j<K ′

(m− k′ − 1) (m−k′−2)!(k′+1)!
m! VI (K ′ ∪ i).

Therefore B =
∑

K ′⊆M
i,j<K ′

(k′+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−k′)VI (K

′ ∪ i) =
∑

K⊆M
i<K

(k+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i}).

iv) Finally, VI (M)−A+B = 1
mVI (M)−

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

+
∑

K⊂M
i<K

(k+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i}).

It follows that VI (M)−A+B = 1
mVI (M) +

∑
K⊂M
i<K

(k+1)!−k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= 1
mVI (M) +

∑
K⊂M
i<K

(k+1)!−k.k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})
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= 1
mVI (M) +

∑
K⊂M
i<K

k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

=
∑

K⊆M
i<K

k!
m.(m−1)...(m−k)VI (K ∪ {i})

= α

Second step: β = β′

Let β′ = VI (M\{i}) +C −D, with

C =
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m− t − 2)!(t + 1)!
m!

VI (T )

and

D =
∑
j,i

∑
T⊆M
i,j<T

(m− t − 2)!(t + 1)!
m!

VI (T ∪ {j})

i) Firstly, we investigate D

Let L = T∪{j}with |L| = l = t+1. Then L ⊆M, i < L. ThereforeD =
∑
L⊆M
i<L

∑
j,i

(m−(l−1)−2)!((l−1)+1)!
m! VI (L).

MoreoverD =
∑
L⊆M
i<L

l (m−(l−1)−2)!((l−1)+1)!
m! VI (L) since j ∈ L. FinallyD =

∑
L⊆M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L).

ii) Secondly, we consider VI (M\{i})−D. This is equal to VI (M\{i})−
∑
L⊆M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)

= VI (M\{i})−
(m−1).(m−1)!

m.(m−1)...(m−(m−1))VI (M\{i})−
∑
L⊂M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)

= VI (M\{i})−
(m−1)
m VI (M\{i})−

∑
L⊂M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)

= 1
mVI (M\{i})−

∑
L⊂M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)

iii) Thirdly, we study C

Let L′ = T with |L′ | = l′ = t. Then L′ ⊆M, i, j < L′. Since j < L′, C =
∑

L′⊆M
i,j<L′

(m − l′ −

1) (m−l′−2)!(l′+1)!
m! VI (L′). Therefore C =

∑
L′⊆M
i,j<L′

(l′+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−l′)VI (L

′)
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=
∑
L⊆M
i<L′

(l+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L).

iv) To conclude, it follows that

VI (M\{i}) +C −D = 1
mVI (M) +

∑
L⊂M
i<L

(l+1)!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)−

∑
L⊂M
i<L

l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L).

= 1
mVI (M\{i}) +

∑
L⊂M
i<L

(l+1)!−l.l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L) = 1

mVI (M\{i}) +
∑
L⊂M
i<L

l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L)

=
∑
L⊆M
i<L

l!
m.(m−1)...(m−l)VI (L) = β
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